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HOSPICE IN HIS CARE RECOGNIZED FOR OUTSTANDING HOSPICE SERVICE
Baton Rouge Hospice Recipient of Honor for Third Year in a Row

(BATON ROUGE, LA) – Deyta, a division of HEALTHCAREfirst and an industry leader in data-driven
management, has announced that Hospice in His Care, a Baton Rouge locally owned hospice, has been named a
2018 Hospice Honors Recipient. Hospice Honors is a landmark prestigious program established by Deyta that
recognizes hospices providing the highest level of quality care as measured from the caregiver’s point of view.
Hospice Honors acknowledges high performing agencies by analyzing performance of hospice Consumer
Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS) quality measures. The awards are an exclusive
recognition for hospices that have selected Deyta Analytics as their hospice survey partner.
Award criteria was based on Hospice CAHPS survey results for an evaluation period of October 2016 through
September 2017. Deyta Analytics identified award recipients by evaluating hospices’ performance on a set of
twenty-four (24) quality indicator measures. Individual hospice performance scores were aggregated from all
surveys with a final survey status of complete for the evaluation period and were compared on a question-byquestion basis to a national performance score calculated from all partnering hospices contained in Deyta
Analytics’ Hospice CAHPS database.
Hospice Honors recipients include those hospices scoring above the Deyta National Average on twenty of the
evaluated questions. "We are very pleased to be recognized for three years in a row for the high level of service
we provide to our patients and their families", said Hospice in His Care CEO Janette Roulston, R.N. “Our staff
strives to provide the finest care possible."
For more information about Hospice Honors, visit www.deyta.com/hospice/hospice-honors. For information
about Hospice in His Care, visit www.hospiceinhiscare.com.
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